STRATEGY & FOCUS
Develop a ready-to-execute Dreams & Details
strategy-map
A world under radical change calls for a new approach to strategy.
Unleashing your full potential requires a simple and logical one-page strategy map that determines
what to focus on to secure future success.
Using the Dreams & Details methodology implies creating an inspiring dream or purpose that will
determine the future direction and ambition of an organization. It enables a focus on the crucial
details for optimizing the current strength, as well as for preparing the company for continuous
reinventions.
To fulfill your success, you bridge the dreams and the details by defining the new mindset and
framework that create the platform for change.
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Develop a Ready-to-Execute Strategy Map
Understand your value chain and where the growth and the profit pools are in the future.
Crystalize your Purpose and formulate the Dream. Define your Direction and identify the
Details required to deliver on your Dream. Through four intensive modules, and supported
by the proven “Dreams & Details” methodology, we put your organization’s leadership
team in the driver’s seat and ensure they know every critical turn on your strategic journey
and understand the milestones.

Project Overview
The Dreams & Details strategy process takes leadership teams through the core-elements
of developing a successful D&D strategy map. This is done both through workshop
modules (shown below) and model consolidation in between workshops.
Workshop 1
”The Dream”

Workshop 2
”The Details”

Workshop 3
”Platform”

Workshop 4
”Seasons”

You will be supported by a designated team, which includes a partner, as well as one or
two consultants of IDONEA, dependent on the size of the project. We have experience in
working independently as an on-demand strategy unit and in close cooperation with your
existing strategy officers.
We are not your typical strategy consultancy. You are in the driver’s seat of the process
and will yourself be in charge of using the Dreams and Details model to determine your
D&D strategy map. We will not be handing in long reports for your cabinet drawers.

Practical Information
Engagement Duration
Engaging with the IDONEA STRATEGY & FOCUS service requires the commitment of 6-8
full days of the entire executive management. Most of our clients chose an out-of-office site
for the process, with a possibility of overnight stays.
Additional Services
The service “STRATEGY & FOCUS” is part of IDONEA Executive services. This range of
services also includes “TRANSFORM & CASCADE”, helping you implement the Dreams and
Details leadership model, as well “EXECUTE & DRIVE” that helps your organization grasp
ground-breaking tools with the best experts in the world. Additionally, our Dreams and
Details and Resilient Leadership Certificate could support the strategy process.
Tailoring and Pricing
Tailoring and pricing of the project is determined by the amount of support needed, as well
as the complexity of the task. A project needs a co-creation involving the management to
make sure that a project fits the purpose of the customer, securing the expected return on
investment.

